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FEATURES
 Ô Articulating press-arm features a 3-dimensional exercise movement 

allowing the user to perform flat, incline, decline press or fly exercises
 Ô Adjustable pivoting back pad provides enhanced  

upper body support during exercises
 Ô Adjustable seat provides quick and easy exercise  

positioning to accommodate varying body sizes
 Ô Multi-functional roller pads ensure correct exercise alignment  

during both seated leg extension and standing leg curl exercises
 Ô Standing leg curl allows the user to exercise  

each side of the body independently
 Ô Wide Groove Pulleys on the high, mid and low cable stations  

provide greater exercise range of motion and extend cable life
 Ô   Split Weight Cabling™ increases cable travel and delivers  

50% resistance to mid and low pulley exercises
 Ô Radial LOC ® weight system reduces shifting between  

weight plates for smoother, quieter exercise movements
 Ô Compact, exercise-forward design requires minimal floor space
 Ô Integrated Accessory Rack provides convenient  

storage for all standard V Express Gym accessories
 Ô Comes standard with 150 lb weight stack

ACCESSORIES
 Ô Adjustable strap handles (1 pair) for varying user heights and arm lengths
 Ô 14-link chain ensures proper range of motion for varying user heights 
 Ô Padded ankle strap for comfortable leg exercises
 Ô Commercial quality, ultra-light aluminum curl bar  

and lat bar with revolving attachment points
 Ô Exercise guide available for a quick reference  

showing proper form and exercise examples
 Ô SOLD SEPARATELY: Weight Stack Shield (HV-SHLD) (requires two)
 Ô SOLD SEPARATELY: 50 lb Weight Stack Upgrade (W-C050-CH)  

increases weight stack from 150 lbs to 200 lbs

It’s not very often that something so simple can do so much, especially 
with such an outstanding outcome. The HOIST ®  V Express Gym lives up to 
its name with a versatile all-in-one layout that allows for multiple strength 
training exercises within its compact, yet powerful design.

From legs to arms and chest to back, every inch is sure to see express 
results from the V Express Gym.
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SPECIFICATIONS
US / METRIC

Length:  63.00" / 160 cm

Width:  48.25" / 123 cm

Height:  83.50" / 212 cm

Weight:  398 lbs. / 180 kg
(Specifications do not include optional attachments)

WARRANTY

* Shown with optional 
   shrouds, sold separately
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[V] STATIONARY LEG PRESS
 Ô Ratcheting back pad provides easy adjustments for varying  

leg lengths

 Ô Swiveling foot plate that automatically self aligns  

during exercise

 Ô Multiple positions for leg presses and calf raises

[V] RIDE LEG PRESS
 Ô Includes all of the features outlined with V Stationary  

Leg Press

 Ô Ride Oriented Exercise (ROX) Technology allows for optimal 

biomechanical positioning and increased range of motion

[V] EXPRESS ATTACHMENTS WARRANTY

OPTION SIDE LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT WEIGHT

V STATIONARY LEG PRESS (VS-LP) USER’S RIGHT 64.50"  (164 cm) 46.25" (117 cm) 33.50" (85 cm) 135 lbs. (61 kg)

V RIDE LEG PRESS (VR-LP) USER’S RIGHT 71.00" (180 cm) 48.50" (123 cm) 41.25" (105 cm) 220 lbs. (100 kg)

Unlike other gyms, the V Express offers a great deal of flexibility to its already extensive list of capabilities. 
The V Express is designed with the ability to add additional equipment to its frame, allowing it to challenge users 
with any number of exercise variations, limited only by the users’ imagination.

From legs to arms and chest to back, every inch is sure to see results with the help of these optional fitness attachments 
that connect directly to the main unit and expand upon your ever evolving workout needs.


